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Crusader leveling guide ro mobile

Loading type Bash paladin is almost the main construction, but make no mistake as this construction has more survival than bash building lord knight. Most of the equipment and maps needed for this build are mostly cheap and can be easily obtained. This compilation can be very tank-like and can fight fingers with lower to mid-level MVPs. Statistics
Swordsman Skills10 bash1 magnum break10 sword mastery5 provoke5 patient 5 increase in requisition crusader treachery Skills5 cavalry combat10 auto guard5 limbo5 cavalry mastery10 divine protection 5 shield fee Paladin Skills10 bliss5 reflects shield 5 protection aura10 providence5 Faith matk +40 &amp;sp recovery rate +10 ignore def defs5 bliss5
reflects5 reflects5 defenses shield 5 defend providence5 Providence5 Faithnce5 faithnce5 10 &amp;quot;10 &quot;quot; &amp;quot;10&amp;quot; &amp;quot;&amp;quot; 10 ignore defs.10.0005 ignore in &amp;quot;m&amp;quot; sures&amp;quot; 25 +5% recovery speed + 10% power improvement + 10 &amp;pdef +40 Lower limit upper limit cards
bashkevnest masteryprovokeendureshid charging for stunning/aftermath before death • Bash paladin is very similar to bash Lk • Always activate automatic security • Bash compilation is an element dependent • The best targets are average monster shield boomerang/shield chain Paladin Shield building paladin is one of 1 hit farmers in the game. They have
very good skill sets and can increase their endurance to the fullest extent possible. In addition to this construction, shield chain and shield boomerang have varying skills, which is why they did not have problems in killing opponents before they could even get close. Statistics 99 vit50-70 str60 total dex Swordsman Skills10 bash1 magnum break10 sword
mastery10 increase recovery5 mockery4 patient crusader shield Skills4 charging shield10 shield chains10 10 Speyar Cavalry Wrestling10 Auto Guard5 Sacrifice Paladin Skills5 Shield Shield 5 Rep. 5 Blast10 Reflecting 5 Providence5 Faith Crit Dmg +5% & &amp; d&amp;; Running speed +5% +40 &amp;sp recovery rate +10% Lower limit of upper boundary of
safety card chain boomerangshield charging for stunning/consequenceproging the pre-death voltage • Boomerang shield The damage is based on HIC • Prioritize Avery Lance and Mirror Shield • Use elemental converters to increase damage world cross/grand cross paladin guide Grand Cross and World Cross building paladin is built that prioritizes killing
undead and dark element monsters. If positioned correctly, grand cross can eliminate crowds in one shot, while a holy cross can do crazy damage with enough attack speed. This build is not so common due to the stereotype of paladins is a tank, but once this construction is untied to be full potential, they may be your only In defeating high-level undemanding
and demon monsters. Statistics 50-70 str50-70 50-70 dex50-70 vit 10 magnum break10 increase recovery 10 resist the crusade 10 cross mastery1 cavalry wrestling5 shield godly 5 shield bogoprotected5 shield Paladin Skills10 grand cross10 providence10 retrubution10 reflector shield uterus +40 &amp;sp recovery rate +10% neglect +5% &amp;quot;&quot;
&amp;quot;recovery speed &amp;quot;&quot; +10% 10&amp;&amp;quot; refining +10 &amp;pdef +40 Crossed Cross Crosses Cross Relax before death • Position is key to maximizing grand cross damage• Always target undead or demon monsters• Use thara frog card and cornice card to reduce GC self-harm • There's always a slave priest to treat Rune
Rune Description Normal ATK6ATK +3% with normal ATKIgnore DEF5Ignore DEF5Ignore DEF +1%HP +1%HP +2 8 PIN +2% DEF +5DEF +2% CRIT DEF +5CRIT + 5CRIT + 2% AGI +5AGI +1VIT +1AGI + DEF3Gain 1 def for each 5 AGIMDEF +20Ranic bonus + 2% 2If HP is less than 15% of MaxHP, The healing amount was received + 200% Bash9
[Bash] Damage +10% Provocation ATK attract effect of [Provoke] by -5% Provoke range2Skill distance from [Provoke] +0.5 mEndure3Detest blocking the sum of [Endure] for {Endure skill Lv x 0.5 (Adjusted quantity)) sec. Adjusted amount +0.5 with each point of runeHealthy5Healing quantity [Heal] +2% Holy Cross3[Holy Cross] damage +10% shield
charge1[shield charge] HIT Rate +20% screen charging stun1[shield charging] Stunning speed +15% Shield Chain3[Chain Shield] single base failure +10% Shield Chain range2[Shield] distance +0.5mDevotion3 Damage caused, obtained from [Devotion] -2% Spear Mastery3PATK +8 using SpearsCavalry Mastery6[Cavalry Mastery] damage against small-
sized monsters + ([Cavalry Mastery] Lv x 1%), Grand Cross3 [Great Cross] Damage +1 10% Big Cross votes2 [ Casting time -0.25secGrand penalty2Payment of penalty for damage to [Big Cross] from 5% shield Boomerang3[boomerang shield] Damage +5% consequence3ATK bonus , obtained from [personification] +10% Tension Relax3Learn [Tension
Relax] BGN 1; Relax hp muscle and recovery rate +100% for 10secPressure5Learn [Pressure] BGN 1 trade (Skill Lv x 1000 + 500) fixed P. Damage to a single goal and reason to lose (MaxSP x (Skill Lv x 0.5% + 0.5%) + Skill Lv x 5 +15)) SPRage of Berserk1Learn [Rage of Berserk] Lv.1; Treating certain conditions of immediate: Stationary, Frozen, Stone
Curse, Sleep. CD: 40sMaintenance of Berserk II2After using [Rage of Berserk], to gain immunity to the same type of status diseases for the next 2sec, duration +2 sec with each point 23 SharesRagnarok M: Eternal Love is the last MMORPG game released on mobile recently in Oct 2018. Yes, the infamous Ragnarok with cute characters is back and is now
available on the Android and iOS platforms. I've played the game for a month now and I guess it's time to show how to level quickly in this latest ragnarok levelling guide. This game can be very addictive once you have started. If you're looking to increase your base and work levels so you can move on faster to change your work in Ragnarok Mobile, you've
landed on the right page. Here you can find some basic steps on how to align your Ragnarok character more quickly. Leveling the character in Ragnarok Eternal Love can take a long time, but with this you will feel the so-called leveling of power. This guide is suitable for all classes including Priest, Wizard, Wizards, Ranger, Assassin Cross, Rogue, Rogue,
and so one. I have experimented quickly leveling several characters, it works great and I am here to share with you these tips &amp;a guide to increasing the leveling speed of your character Ragnarok M. 1. Consuming food to increase ATK damage Take meals or food will increase your ATK, M.ATK, DEF, etc. to 208 minutes. Let's say you consume the same
3x foods to increase M.ATK, your M.ATK will increase 3X for this duration. Different types of food have different effects, some increase AGI, Int, Dex and so on. Therefore, make sure that you consume food that is beneficial to your character. If you have a priest, consume food to increase his INT and dex, so the effect will increase magic attack damage. Thus,
with increased attack damage, you can kill the monster as quickly as possible and move on to the next one. 2. Party up, to Buff &amp;quot;level up quickly with DPS Rangers &amp;bard/dancers! The priest can handle great damage to the Demons, they are also a good supporter of his teammates. The priest can be useful for a level of character upwards.
Come on, invite a priest to your party. Priest Blessing's skills can lick and enhance your stats, increase your defense, damage attack and AGI, as well as voice shield smart like Kyrie Eleison so monsters will temporarily miss your hits, therefore you'll hit faster to kill monsters before the execution skill. Also, team up with a group of Rangers, Bardi or dancers as
they can hit quickly and have high DPS, the more rangers in a country, the more EXP you get! 3. Complete all Board Quests missions In this leveling guide to increase your character level faster, I suggest completing all mission plates. It can be quite disturbing when doing on-board quests because you have to go back and forth, but you can complete all the
quests using your meatballs adventure. Use Adventure Meatballs to purchase 10 scrolls of Mercenary missions based on your current base level. Now go aboard the mission and click on all 10 quests. You can easily complete all 10 quests immediately. This method will add a lot of EXP to your base &amp;=job level. You can get Adventurous Meatballs from
your assistant or by tapping your pet. 4. Fill in all monsters resistance Quests Find Messenger Monster Guardian NPC, which is available in all cities. Monster Resistance gives 10 x EXP profit and is a great way to increase your base and level of operation EXP. It is recommended to complete all Monster Resistance for an additional boost of fit and best to
complete the mission in the proposed area map. You will see that the skill level of base and work increases faster than before when you take on the Monster Resistance mission. Monster Resistance limited to 2x per day, but can up to a maximum of 6 missions. Complete all 6 Monster Resistance and 10 Mission Board for quick leveling will get you to a level
once a day. Party with guild members or use Auto Part-up to find players to complete your monster resistance quest faster. 5. Fill in all the main quests and Quests level up by completing all the basic quests, mini quests &amp;quot;side quests always take care of NPC with exclamation marks. The main task gives a lot of EXP and is recommended to
complete all when you have seen one. The main quests are marked with a red exclamation mark on the NPC, while the search side is marked green color exclamation. You will get a base &amp;quot;working &amp;quot; EXP&amp;quot; after you finish the search. 6. Complete all Bard story quests look for Mindel NPC for Bard Story Quest. The quests story
can take a long time to complete because you have to kill 300 monsters on a story adventure. By following this leveling guide, you can quickly complete these stories quests by a party with guild members or friends. This will help you kill 300 monsters faster. You may also need the help of a player in a party at a fast attack speed and do great damage to
monsters. 7. Join Fun, Kill Theft &amp;quot;Level &amp;. What does that mean? You'll often see a group of players circling to kill the same monsters. Activate auto-attack and join the fun, you will see that your hero works alongside other kill monsters and kill thefts (KS). This will help you complete your monster quest faster than to kill from your own on one. 8.
Increase statistics and skill levels of work The more damage hit of monsters, the more EXP you will get to the level up quickly by increasing your ATK character, M.ATK and max from the skill levels of your work, will do more damage to monsters, therefore, get more EXP for your character. 9. Hiring KittyCat different types of KittyCat yields different effects
during your adventures and monster killing. Hired the attacking cat will do additional damage to monsters, therefore, reduce its killing time. For example, Maysa is a KittyCat mage and will attack a monster for you with M.Atk. More Equalization Tips: There are many articles about equalizing the guide, but this post is different from others. If you prefer to watch a
video tutorial more than reading, I suggest you watch this Ragnarok Mobile leveling cheat sheet video that can help level your character faster with additional details. 10. Use EXP &amp;job potions Using the labor travel machine in your bag is a great way to raise your base EXP and work level even faster. Send your extra pets to work and earn rewards like
Lightning, monstrous materials, consumables, basic potions, potions for work and much more. Let your pet work in a convenience store and get a job and base EXP potion every 50 minutes. Potion can increase the base of adventure and job EXP by more than 100,000 points. It depends on whether you get potions labeled M, L or XL. 11. Use the Meteor
Chain after On Ragnarok M Episode 6 with reduced fighting time, the Meteor Chain is introduced to the game. Players can now get 4 times exp and drops in 30 minutes. Players can receive Meteor Chains by engaging in events or using the Grand Mentor's License (only available to Mentor). Players can figure out how to get a mentor license &amp;; &amp;;
grinding or levelling in episode 6. Cooking Center – Win one meatball adventure every 30 minutes. Use adventurous meatballs and complete quest's daily mission tip. Convenience store – Earn a lot of useful items, especially the potions for BASE EXP &amp;quot;, &amp;leveling the work&amp;quot;. Kafra Co. – You will receive randomly Big Cat voucher,
Dyestuffs, Kafra storage tickets, Teleport tickets, more coins and much more. Pet Association - Accidentally receive colored shells or pet EXP escaling every 60 minutes. Smile help – get an Eden coin every 40 minutes. There goes the 11 basic quick leveling guide for Ragnarok M Eternal Love and I hope this useful guide will help you level your Ragnarok
characters in no time. Happy Hunting!23 Shares
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